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LODE OPPORTUNITY
AT A GLANCE…
What is LODE?
•

LODE is the world’s first digital silver and gold monetary system that is fully
regulated in Europe and North America and is a stabilized non-inflationary, nonderivative-based, multi-currency digital money system that genuinely transacts at
the speed of global business.

•

LODE is an industry leader in jurisdictional compliance for its blockchain
operations.

•

LODE has expert domain knowledge on blockchain protocols, stablecoin
development, and decentralization.

•

LODE utilizes blockchain protocols to tokenize all of its assets. Using LODE's
innovative WEB3 technology, LODE offers access to inflation-resistant, secure,
tangible, and redeemable digital assets powered by silver and gold. The LODE
Project, a global ecosystem, will ensure that a supply of investment-grade bullion
is made transparent and verifiable to all LODE Token holders, at all times.

•

LODE has an In-house full-stack product development team responsible for
front end, back end, API, and blockchain protocol development.

•

LODE is one of the world’s largest and most meaningful producers of digital
silver (AGX Coin) and digital gold (AUX Coin).

•

LODE is a global organization that offers service and support across all
time zones.

•

Partners You Can Trust… LODE highly values its partnerships and it chooses
to be affiliated with, as LODEs believe they are a direct extension of the brand.

LODE adheres to international financial
regulations. LODE possesses the technology
to execute and there is a significant
demand.

LODE history and now…
•

Established in 2017, LODE’s mandate is to restore silver and gold back to its
original prominence as sound money.

•

Visionary founders and diversified multi-disciplinary team.

•

Key Milestones:
o

Developed a legally compliant corporate global structure during the
formative years of sovereign blockchain legislation for the protection
and tokenization of LODE’s physical assets, silver and gold bullion.

o

Developed a multi-currency blockchain wallet available through
app stores globally. Download the wallet at www.lode.one

o

“AGX Coin” (digital silver) and “AUX Coin” (digital gold) listings on multiple
exchanges.

•

A commercially operational Digital Silver and Gold Money System that
utilizes the power and security of blockchain technology.

•

Fully insured and audited global vaulting network using Tier 1 providers.

•

760,337 oz of Silver and Gold (combined), the total value monetized through
the system at today’s value is $19,274,542.

•

Currently, LODE has issued 23,600,000 LODE Tokens out of a possible 77,000,000
LODE Tokens.

•

1,800 LODE Token holders.

•

Contributors of bullion from 70 countries worldwide.

•

Community members / holders from 165 countries worldwide.

•

There are more than 77 professionals working in the LODE Project.

LODE Founders and The Executive Team
IAN TOEWS
Chairman of the Board
Ian’s experience with private and non-private business start-ups began
in 1996. He worked as an advisor to assist venture businesses in
establishing their legal and corporate structure, product/service offerings,
and administrative processes. His expertise lies in getting projects off the
ground and transitioning them to senior management to operate. Ian’s
core competency is to assemble the team, hone and focus the
organization’s vision, and assist the investor relations team in raising seed
capital to achieve the project's objectives. He collaborates with
administration, operations, and management teams to accomplish all
business objectives efficiently.

SANDRA WRIGHT
Chief Administration Officer, Board Member
Sandra has owned and operated intellectual property firms for over
30 years. She specializes in brand creation and brand registration.
Her experience spans a large spectrum of business sectors. Sandra
has successfully represented and managed intellectual property
portfolios worldwide for companies in the food & beverage, consumer
products, retail, manufacturing, medical and pharmaceutical, finance,
technology, resource, agriculture, communications, and education
industries. Over the past ten years, she has worked with start-ups to
establish legal and jurisdictional corporate structure and administrative
operational processes.

MARTIN LAMB
Global Director of Corporate Finance
Over the last 30 years, Martin has worked as an investment banker in
Canada, the USA, Latin America, and Europe. In 2013, he was introduced
to blockchain technologies and cryptocurrencies, and he hasn’t looked
back since. Martin believes that these technologies provide a foundational
change to the concept of a financial model. During his career, he has
assisted in building the infrastructure of various companies both in the
fiat and crypto worlds. His niche skill set facilitates combining traditional
financial business needs with blockchains solutions. Martin’s goal is to
unlock the full potential of the cryptocurrency markets for traditional
and non-traditional businesses alike, regardless of jurisdiction.

NICHOLAS PROUTEN
Chief Operating Officer
With nearly a decade of experience in the tech sector, Nicholas is uniquely
qualified at connecting vision and direction to a path for execution that
exceeds goals and promotes project growth. He is a veteran public
speaker and team leader. He is able to pitch projects, ideas, and solutions
concisely and effectively while motivating and driving on target, measured
results. As a firm believer that diversity is a strength, Nicholas has been
fortunate to have worked in various industries ranging from cybersecurity,
gaming, and real estate to entertainment and blockchain.

LODE Legal and
Regulatory Structure

LODE1 Anstalt issues no
tokens. It functions as the
LODE Association Community
Foundation. It is a holding
company based in
Liechtenstein.

LODE (Switzerland) AG issues LODE Tokens which
are the governance and utility token that represents the
entire LODE Project worldwide. It is a key component
of LODE’s modern, global monetary system. Holders
benefit from the increase in the LODE Token price due
to the traditional metrics of scarcity and a maximum
supply of only 77 million LODE Tokens.
Another aspect of the token is the rewards that it offers.
Holders enjoy regular micro payouts that increase in
value as the system grows. LODE Tokens can be
purchased through tokenized exchanges, and they will
be accessible on European stock markets. AGX Coins
and AUX Coins are also issued by
LODE (Switzerland) AG.

LODE Global Corp. is based
in Cayman Islands and
administrates vaulting
operations and contracts.

LODE GmbH has partnered with CMEquity, a licensed German Financial
Institute and Merchant Bank to
comply with KYC/AML regulations
where LODE Token are sold within the
EU/EEA through an EU regulator
approved prospectus.
LODE GmbH is the Tied Agent of
CM-Equity and brokers the sale of
LODE Token to B2B and B2C
investors.

Based in Delaware, LODE
Payments International is the
payment and merchant services
rails for businesses and
individuals.

LODE Products
LODE leverages six innovative products, which allows entry into
the digital assets sector:
1. LODE TOKEN
LODE Tokens are the governance and utility token that
represents the entire LODE Project worldwide.
It is a key component of LODE’s modern, global
monetary system. Holders benefit from the increase
in the LODE Token price due to the traditional metrics of
scarcity and a maximum supply of only 77 million LODE
Tokens. All holders of the LODE Tokens receive microreward payments every 52 days based on the usage of the
AGX and AUX Coins globally.
2-3. AGX and AUX Coins
AGX and AUX Coin assets are 100% fully backed, nonderivative digital silver (AGX is 1 gram of 99.99%
investment-grade silver) and digital gold (AUX is 1
milligram of 99.99% investment-grade gold). These
assets are designed to be accessible, usable, and can
function as a universal currency.
4. LODEapp Wallet
Web/Mobile Fintech Wallet Application White Label.
The LODEapp Wallet is a suite of financial tools,
technology, and resources that allow you to seamlessly
adapt and transition into the digital assets sector. It is far
more than just a wallet. It is where blockchain meets
stability and provides investors with the ability to enter,
participate and cash out to local currencies.
5-6. Electronic Silver and Gold Certificate
(ESC & EGC) NFTs and BullPen.pro
The Electronic Silver and Gold Certificate program
is a new way for funds, banks, institutional investors,
and other financial bodies to buy and hold physical
bullion in a digital format for less cost than traditional
brokerages, using NFTs. They have all the benefits of
physical bullion with the added advantage that each
ESC/EGC is redeemable for specific bullion securely
stored within LODE’s vaults.
In the same way, technologies revolutionized
transportation like Uber, the ESC/EGC program is the
world's first collateralized NFT ecosystem, that
has the power to dramatically shift the precious metals
industry.

LODE Opportunity & Pipeline
The monetary problems throughout the world, combined with the large populations
of the Central and South America, Europe, Middle East/Africa, Indian Subcontinent,
and Southeast Asia present an immediate opportunity for LODE distribution
partners to prosper and grow.
The appeal of silver and gold backed digital currencies coupled with adherence to
international financial regulation, LODE possesses the capabilities and technology to
execute a digital global silver and gold payments system utilizing blockchain
protocols.
Currently, LODE is on the cusp of closing multiple large contracts that will require
rapid expansion in our bullion reserves in order to keep up with the large influx of
demand for our AGX and AUX Coins in the Mexican, African and Middle Eastern
markets.

•

Final stages of negotiation with a large pharmaceutical distribution company
in Mexico that will utilize all aspects of the LODE Platform.

•

LODE is in the discovery phase with the largest retail convenience chain in
Mexico.

•

MOUs and LOIs with multiple Central American entities with access
multimillion subscribers.

•

MOU signed with largest Nigerian Asset Manager (225 million population) with
more than 1 million KYC’ed clients on their network.

•

Final stages of negotiations with a large African TELCO that will open access to
more than 243 million subscribers in the next 3 to 6 months.

•

MOU signed with a Qatari Investment Group for multiple deployment
initiatives, including an African Mining interest, a NEO-bank partnership and
deployment with multiple regional TELCOs with access to 100 million plus
population base in the Middle East and Africa.

•

Final stages of discussions with multiple Central American and African
Governments for the deployment of a sovereign full monetary system.

At the closing of the African governments and Telecom deals, LODE plans for a
listing on conventional European Stock Exchanges in Germany and Switzerland
by Q1 2023.

LODE has MOUs and LOIs signed with a potential
user base of 500 million people. Closing of the current
LODE deals will enable hundreds of millions of people
in “underbanked” and “unbanked” markets to store
their monitory assets in a historically stable hedge
against inflation in the form of AUX and AGX coins.
LODE Financials
Lode has been devoted to
building a sustainable
financial system for the
masses, honest money for
the people by the people.
Upon execution of an NDA,
LODE is happy to provide a
third party expert valuation
report, financial forecasts,
transparency reports,
vaulting reports and past
performance information.
Until now, LODE has been self-funded via a founding group of silver enthusiasts
who saw the vision and the value of bringing silver and gold back to the monetary
system.
Given the business development pipeline, LODE expects significant uplift in the
AGX / AUX Coin demand and circulation. With scheduled liquidity events, LODE
Token shall enjoy surge in demand and price.
Anticipated demand for LODE Tokens is approximately $4 Million per month.
Active fund-raising activities of $75 Million and counting.
Uses of Proceeds –
•

80% of all funds will go to the purchase of silver and gold to increase the
monetary mass of AGX/AUX Coins for sale and entering into circulation.

20% of the funds will go to operations and other uses such as, marketing, technology
development and the like.

Business Alliances &
Bullion Partners

Conclusion
The advent of blockchain technology has transformed
finance, enabling LODE to eliminate the risks associated
with traditional payment vehicles. The LODE Monetary
System was born out of this transformation and it was
founded to help people find better ways to grow and
preserve their wealth. By introducing stabilized assets in
the form of digital silver and gold, LODE has restored
precious metals as viable currencies for the modern
economy. As a partner and investor, you now
have the opportunity to capitalize on this system and fully
realize its potential in the digital assets sector.

